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A) The target structures were first superposed onto the crystallographic query using PARAFIT (based on shape only with expansion 
order set to 15).

B) Local properties (MEP, IEL, EAL and POL) were then evaluated for each superposition (point evaluation)  thus yielding 5 property
based score including shape.

C) A genetic algorithm was used to identify weighting factors for the 5 properties. For this a training set of 13 targets was chosen and the 
set of weights (a,b,c,d,e) maximizing the AUC was selected.

D) PARAFIT was then used to fine tune the weights by selecting more suitable combinations of properties (using a grid search β=0.01 to 
β=0.99).

E) The final set of weights were applied to the entire DUD dataset (expansion order 6) using the crystal conformation, the center
molecule and the consensus molecule as queries, and results were evaluated in terms of the AUC and early recognition metrics.

SCORE = β SHAPE + (β-1) CHEM (a S + b MEP + c IEL + d EAL + e POL)

PARAFIT WEIGHTS: 
SHAPE=42%
IEL=12%
POL=54%

Consensus surface property representationsVirtual Screening Protocol
Here we propose a novel approach based on using “multiple local spherical harmonic-based (SH) properties" calculated by 
PARASURF/PARAFIT [5,6] to improve VS performance for these “difficult” targets. This approach allows one or more consensus “pseudo-
molecules” to be created and used as VS query structures from the known ligands by considering not only shape [7], but also the 
contribution of four other local properties: the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP), the local ionization energy (IEL), the local electron 
affinity (EAL), and the local polarizability (POL). Such pseudo-molecules can often be better VS queries than individual actives because 
they can capture the essential features of multiple high-affinity ligands. This approach can also be applied in cases where multiple query 
conformations might be required. In these cases, the pseudo-molecules produced by the consensus properties approach are used to 
calculate the VS ranked lists, and a data fusion technique is then applied to produce a final ranked list which aggregates the information for 
each of the conformations. Here we present details of our approach applied to several “difficult” DUD targets and in more detail to p38 
case study at a conformational level. Results are compared with ROCS shape-based approach using ROC plots and enrichment factors 
(EFs). Different queries have been used to analyze the gain in performance when applying SH-based property representations with 
respect to using conventional queries:

- PARAFIT_B: PARAFIT using the crystallographic bound conformation in the DUD target complexes.
- PARAFIT_B_WTS: PARAFIT using the crystallographic bound conformation and weighted SH-based properties.
- PARAFIT_CM: PARAFIT using the all-active consensus molecule. 
- PARAFIT_CM_WTS: PARAFIT using the all-active consensus molecule and weighted SH-based properties. 
- PARAFIT_RCM: PARAFIT using the real center molecule, i.e. the real molecule whose SH surface is closest to the consensus shape.
- PARAFIT_RCM_WTS: PARAFIT using the real center molecule and weighted SH-based properties. 
- ROCS_B: the bound ligand conformation used as a ROCS query.
- ROCS_RCM: real center molecule from PARAFIT used as ROCS query.

Introduction
Ligand-based screening approaches have become well established in the process of computer-aided drug design [1]. However, despite 
their relative success, many authors have discussed the confounding problems of how to choose the initial query compounds and which of 
their conformations should be used [2]. Furthermore, it is increasingly the case that pharmaceutical companies have multiple ligands for a 
given target and these may bind in different ways to the same pocket. However, traditional shape matching approaches normally use just 
one conformation of a compound as the query, but it is not known a priori if this is the correct query to use to screen an entire database. 

For example, other compound families could also be active for the same target but they might only be found in the database if a different 
query conformation is used. In other words, conventional VS assumes there is only one binding mode for a given protein target. This may 
be true for some targets, but it is certainly not true in all cases. Several recent studies have shown that some protein targets bind different 
ligands in different ways [3]. The DUD dataset [4] contains 40 targets of therapeutic interest, including several targets with multiple actives 
which probably have different binding modes. It is therefore useful as a benchmarking set for testing these “difficult” targets.

Conclusions
We have investigated the performance of our novel approach by using different queries calculated in different ways for the 40 
pharmaceutically relevant targets in the DUD database. We have shown that using a combination of local SH-based properties always 
improves SH shape-based screening, significantly increasing the early performance.

Furthermore, results show that the crystal query is not always the best choice for good screening performance, especially when the 
receptor pocket can fit ligands in different ways. The consensus surface property approach has been shown to be useful to construct a 
suitable query that can achieve high VS performance for these difficult targets, both at a compound level and a conformational level.

1) Korff, M. et al. J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2009, 49, 209-231.
2) Hawkins, P. C. D. et al. J. Med. Chem. 2007, 50, 74–82.
3) Kellenberger, E. et al. J. Med. Chem. 2007, 50, 1294-303.
4) Huang, N. et al. J. Med. Chem. 2006, 49, 6789–6801.
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Fig 1. Aggregate ROC plots for the 40 DUD targets. Fig 2. Bar chart of  aggregate AUC values for the overall curve (grey), the top 
10% (dark grey) and 5% (black) for the 40 DUD targets.

> 30% significantly increasing
> 30% significantly decreasing

Table 1. Gain in performance (%) when applying SH-based property representations with respect to using conventional 
queries in shape-based VS.

Fig 3. Queries used in DUD VS. a) Crystal ligand (B), b) All-active consensus pseudo-molecule (CM), c) Real center 
molecule (RCM).

Table 2. AUC values for several p38 RCM conformations used as VS queries. In this case, conformations are very similar and the 
clustered consensus conformations retrieve similar results than the RCM consensus conformation. It can be seen that always the 
best results are achieved when SH-based properties weights are applied. The RCM conformation present in DUD gets the best 
performance. However, the consensus properties conformation also achieves comparable results. Hence, when dealing with 
hundreds of possible molecular conformations it is a good approximation to use the CM or RCM conformation to get the best 
screening performance,  avoiding calculating the VS for each of the generated conformations. 

Fig 4. P38 target (top) is an example of a “difficult” VS 
target given that it presents multiple binding pocket sub-
sites (bottom).

SITE 1 (ATP site) SITE 2 
(Allosteric site)

a)                                                b)            c)

Fig 5. Omega returned 9 conformations for the p38 RCM (using maxconfs
=400). A consensus surface property conformation was built from all of 
them. Here is shown the docking of the RCM consensus conformation on 
the p38 pocket. Known SDM binding site residues are shown in colour: 
yellow (Met 109), white (Glu 71), and orange (Asp 168). It can be seen that 
the RCM docks onto the ATP sub-site.

SITE 1 (ATP site)
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Fig 6. The 9 retrieved conformations were clustered by shape 
into two groups according to Kelley’s method [8]. A 
consensus conformation was built from each cluster and 
used as VS query. Here are shown the alignment and SH 
surface shapes of conformations in consensus Cluster 1 and 
Cluster 2 compared to the RCM center conformation (Conf 9).
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Fig 7. Bar chart of AUC values for the p38 RCM 
conformations used as VS queries.

The contribution of the local spherical harmonic properties (surface, MEP, EAL, IEL, POL) was analyzed by applying a Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) search and refining it with consecutive PARAFIT shape-based runs, using an expansion order of 15 on a training set consisting of 13 
DUD targets. The final weights for each of the local properties were retrieved using to the following protocol:


